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BEAR IN MIND—This is not shoddy stuff, but a line of Merchandise that was carefully bought and selected by intelligent buyers.

They are and have been making Cousar Mercantile Co’s. Store their goal. Why? Because the tremendous rush of the past sale days and the bargains people found, led them to tell neighbors and friends. The rush has been a rush ever since. When people realize they can buy high grade merchandise for prices less than the actual cost of the raw material, then it’s the time to buy. The realization is here. The bargains are fast going. Get one. Last Wednesday at the start of our challenge sale hundreds of customers were turned away. Although many extra clerks were on the floor yet they could not be waited upon and were forced to remain outside. Those who could make purchases testify to the fact that never before in Chester’s history was such a slaughter of Clothing, Dry Goods, Shoes, Furnishings, Etc. Of course the stock has been diminished and the selection is not what it was, yet from so large an original stock there are thousands of bargains to be had that are just what you need and at a price that is simply like giving them away.

BEFORE

IT IS

TOO LATE.

COME! BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE.

Positively no Postponement. Sale Closes Saturday, November the 10th

This Sale is Conducted for The Cousar Mercantile Company by L. KIRSTEIN & COMPANY, from Portsmouth, Va.

BELOW WE QUOTE THE PRICES AS LONG AS THEY LAST. READ THE LIST CAREFULLY.

Owing to the reputation of The Cousar Mercantile Company, as merchants of high-grade dependable merchandise, these prices are represented and not in any way exaggerated in this advertisement. In order to prove to you the tremendous sacrifice at this great selling, we quote in this advertisement a few of the thousands of bargains offered, in consequence of a back season we find our stock too large, and with new goods coming in we find ourselves short of room, hence we are compelled at this season of the year, when other merchants are quoting the highest prices for their goods, to throw upon the market our entire stock at this challenge sale, which will positively close Saturday, Nov. 10th.

Remember, No Postponement. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.
Mr. John T. Allison, Dead.

Charlotte.—Mr. John T. Allison, a prominent and well known member of this firm, died at his home here yesterday afternoon.

Mr. Allison had been living here for the last month, having come here from Paris, France, where he was attending a business meeting.

In his 75th year, he was highly respected throughout this community, and his loss will be deeply felt.

Ingram Ship Arrested.

Charleston.—L. E. McMillian, master of the ship "City of Charleston," a New York vessel, arrived here yesterday with the understand

The ship was seized in New York on account of a lien for boatmen's wages.

The master stated that the ship was not in a condition to be taken, but that he would return to New York for the purpose of

It was reported that the ship would be taken to New York for the purpose of paying the lien.

The general manager of the company stated that the ship would be taken to New York for the purpose of paying the lien.

The ship was seized in New York on account of a lien for boatmen's wages.
ELECTRICITY IS THE PROPER POWER TO USE.

Pennywise you are satisfied with your present power system, you probably are aware of the numerous advantages to be derived from the installation of electricity. Probably you are aware of the following advantages:

1. Ability to use electric power for a variety of household tasks, such as lighting, cooking, and heating.
2. Increased comfort and convenience, with less manual labor required.
3. Improved efficiency and economy, with lower operating costs.

Would you like to improve your power system? Do you want to enjoy the benefits of electricity in your home? Then consider the following options:

1. The installation of a full electrical system, with all the necessary appliances and fixtures.
2. The addition of specific electrical features, such as lighting fixtures or appliances.
3. The upgrading of existing electrical systems to meet modern standards.

Would you like to know more about the advantages of electricity? Contact your local electrical contractor or supplier for a free consultation. They can help you determine the best options for your needs and budget.

Have you considered the advantages of electricity? Contact your local electrical contractor or supplier today to learn more.

JOSEPH WYLIE & COMPANY

DeHAVEN-DAWSON SUPPLY COMPANY

COLD WEATHER

Will be welcomed when you are prepared for it. Have you put in your heater yet? Or maybe it's a gas. Anyhow, the news is that we have all kinds of wood, coal, and gas. Grabs and Basket Grates, Coal Vases, Coal Hod, Fire Assides, Stove Man and Pipe. We are fully prepared to fix up your home so that cold weather will be a comfort. Let us show you our Hagers. Wood $1.25 up, Coal $1.50 up.
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Great - Reduction - Sale

In order to reduce my stock one-half within 16 days, I have marked everything down in plain figures to be sold at prices far less than the same goods were ever offered in Chester. Lots and lots of jobs in Suits, Overcoats, Cloaks and Jackets, Misses Cloaks, Etc., to be sold for about one-half the original price.

These Bargains Will Appeal to the Man Who Wishes to Save a Dollar.

---
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MILLINDY

We are now showing the hand-rolled line of stylish headwear-Mills Store, Mrs. Lillie Arthur, "For sale at the following named dealers-

We have them.

McKee Bros.

Bascomville, Sanders Bros., Ches.

A few lines for Lowney's Fine Candies

Correct, and our skill and experience in the best line will be appreciated.

Purifying work goes right on. The purifier enters into them, and dozines. 25c at the Chester Drug Co., of which a history follows. These gums and druggists will sell them for mail order. Prepared by the National Toilet Co., Paris, Texas.

A tree that is a freak of nature is

A Year of Blood

Sausage meat

Cheewers of Tobacco

We find all they possibly desire in the celebrated

South Carolina Office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, who has been the leader in the business of the state for many years, and now is called upon to give us the best advice in the business of the state. We can now give you the best advice in the state. We can now give you prices in original packages. When in town don't fail to visit the place where everybody buys their groceries at wholesale prices in original packages.

Oehler's

Cheewers of Tobacco

We find all they possibly desire in the celebrated

Stairs and Bars

For sale at the following places: